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Goldstein Visits. Student Center
After Freshman Convocation
.night before ·my first day of companied by Vice President :",:;~:,;;~:.>.';:;:.',:
By Eric Loyola
..
His administration only four classes my parents came into Samuel Johnson and Director
days old, Baruch's president my room in one ofthose misty- of Student Life Carl Aylman
accomplished two firsts on eyed parents-son bonding mo- toured the Student Center
Thursday.Bept.B. A:fterdeliv- ments. They gave me a beau- shortly after club hours. He
eringhis first public address to tiful set ofpens, which I subse- . surprised a few lingering stu.
the freshman class, Matthew quently lost, and a big, big dents as well as several school
Goldstein went on an im- brown brief case that my fa- officials who had not seen a
promptu. tour of the Student ·ther informed me at the time chief academic officer of the
Center, something which one was going to be for law school," . school visit the hub ofstudent
When'the laughter subsided extra-curricularactivity. Said
administrator said a Baruch
president had not done in thir- Eisenstat continued. "Myfi~t one official who.wished to reClass was at 8:15 in the morn- main nameless.t'Youjustdon't;
teen years-.
Goldstein provided the con- ing, Business 1000in this same expect the president of the
cluding remarks for the convo- auditorium. I was there at school to go to the Student John Fisher, Director of Admissions;
/
cation--the school's official 7:30 and I took a' seat and Center unless the students
welcome to the entering class. waited and waited and waited. take over the buildingor some"fmdelightedto be with you Come 8:15 and I was still the thing."
When informed of the
today and I want to extend my only one there,so I jumped out
wannest welcome to you, as of my seat, ran up the isle, official's comments Goldstein
new members of the Baruch accosted the security guard in said, "I find that surprising."
family," said the president and the lobby and asked him in a Goldstein felt that a pre-existformer Baruch student. He voice reminiscent of the Ter- .ingproblemneedn'tbearequicontinued. "For me,. it is a minator, 'Where's my Business site for the president to take
The combining of the two
wonderful homecoming-- 1000 class?" He concluded by an interest in the activities of By Hilary Coulton
and it's an . auspicious begin- saying 'that the guard looked the students he has been ap-Th~ number of students em- progr-ams and a deeieion by the
. at him askew and infonned pointed to serve. "It was a
ployed under the Baruch CoI- Financial Aid Office to place
ning for you."
him
that
classee
didn't
start
joyful
experience
tosee
thestulege Student Ernployment Pro- "federal workers before BSEP-Freshman Ying Chen said,
dents having fun and relax- gram (BSEP) is expected to workers sparked off a petition
"He seemed like a nice guy and until the next day.
"About the reception neldlji' i~g.·B.~;Goldsteine,xpres8~;;peie _e~sn·~i&s·m .:C-:4n"tG#._.,,~lul-int'!'RP4tiAP, ,NP,"~m•• ·•.,
I liked that he didn't give us a
the
Adrriinistrative Lounge, . 'disappointmentabmit-someof .:~tion In the lDvestment.. ' SeanGriftith.8DlD~. .
20 minute speech and just said
Goldstein sai~ "The reception ·what he saw. "The thing that Income of the Baruch Coll~ge student who wor~ ~or the
what he had to." .
a ·1 was disturbed about was that EndowmentFun~fromwhich SEEK department; S81d that
To an audience who could was terrific. I got to
ntitJltser.of the stmieutlt.ho....~ t:he faeilities eN ~ly _ poor-_... the progJ:8m. is vJDded '.~ ..-_-_.tbe petition. was irligated.,..o.ll.t._ ...
empatlUZir~th'ttlesitXm:1:i1>D,
an'ahimnusfrorn -the'
of. were-'very graoouSm--'COiiiing' "·-as·they-are~--Heconti·nu~d.· "I' . In a memo to Dean's, Direc- ·oftheameem-thattbe-Finan-·
'91, Abe Eisenstat related his up to me and wishingmeweli." . look forward to the new cam- tors, and Chairs datedJuly 16, cialAidOffice'sdecision would
Afterwards, Goldstein, ac- pus being constructed so that Vice
Presidents,
John result in decreasedon-campus
"first day" experience. "The
thefacilities will be more mean- McGarraghy, Howard Galin employment opportunities for
'

.

...

....

.-.;

Administration Expects
Decrease in BSEP .
Student Employment

meet

class

ingful for gatherings and other
events."
As he toured. the floors
Goldstein reminisced about hi s
days as a student when City
College and 'Baruch were one
school. -what's interesting is
that I walked into one of the
rooms and I projected back to
1962. IremernberedPresident
Kennedy was on television
talking about the Cuban mis
Continued on Page 5

"

and Samuel Johnson signed international students. Interoff on a memo which stated national students are hired
that because of this reduction onlyonBSEPmoney, students
in funding the BSEP and Fed-who are citizens and pennaeral Work Study Program nent residents are allowed to
(FWSP) would be combined to work on both programs.
"providefor better utilization."
Jarries' Murphy, director of
Funding for the FWSP comes financial aid, said that lastyear
from the Federal government. over $800,000 for student emToqualify,astudentmustdem- ployment came from the
onstrate financial need and Baruch College Endowment
must be a citizen or permanent Fund, this year it has been cut
resident.
Continued on P~e 4
-

Window Repairs Slated For This Month
By Rafael A. Martinez
The renovation of 33 sealed
pivet windows located in the
Student Center will begin in
late September. The repair
work will cost « a shade under
20,000 dollars and be funded
by the City University ofNew
York," sai.dAlphonse Zatorski,
the associate director of rehabilitation and construction for
,Campus Planning,
.The .pivot . .windolv.S. were
"sealed and 'slated for 'renovationafter One ofthem fell outof
its frame on the third floor and,
crashed to the street on sept.
~\;' .,127,

1990.

.

fixed, even though cold, the
CUNY." stated Zatorski.
members would come back beAnother problem in having cause they can open the winthe window repaired was in dow and will feel more at
obtaining the proper gaskets, h o m e . - ·
which servesasinsulation, that
Carl Aylman, The director of
fit the window according teo Student Life, who's office is in
Zatorski.
the Student Center stated, "It
Leiday Paredes, the presi- is unbearably wann in the
dent of the Latin American buildingwith thewindowssh~t
Student Organization, stated, and the discomfortlevel isvery
,"Last year, especially in the high." Aylman stated that the
Spring not bei~gable to open a .heat broughton oecssionalstuWindowwasare~ _h~dache,
· dent discipline problems such
all the club members wanted as the smashing of the 'third
to ~~t outSide beeauee · flOor ladies~ window. *'Dle
the rOom was to hot," Paredes repairing of the.windows will
when informed that the Win- make the Student center more
c;lows would be fixed said, "It · comfortable for everybody."
will be great, it win be cold stated Aylman.
~ butroomtt get very hot .
..''Th. window
should
andt~member8don~twanttO' .
be ~leted by late Oetobet

-rile.' main problem in fixing
:;::j
the' windows was obtaining
,';5"
•
.
·'!~z funding, especially with the
~?l .5 present fiseal erisis that the be.~'bec:auseit'8sOhotand st&tedZatorski.
'.'
., " .
}f~.ntire unheddf,J is sUffering.· 1HInr~ i1l.tJtWr'e1)JlJlr~ _She: . '-'"\
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Announces Auditions
..-
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for the fall production of

We Want
Your
Sugges~

"Wait Until Dark"

tions.

by

Write to the'
Ticker and
tell us what

Fredrick Knott

--t

you think we
can do to
improve it.

Auditions Tuesday Oct 1 and Wednesday Oct 2
4:30-7 :OOP.M.-

And if you're
really full of
bright ideas,
"maybe you'd
like to
consider join•
Ing.

. RDl911

Studio Theater 23rd street
Everyone welcome: cast & crew!

Are

rod single
rt

and S,na
S
~ . ..

?
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n lev H
.~.J
. .,. Kaplan"
"S.
Grad S h ~
mgles Onlv"
· c. 001
. Seminar
.

l

a

r

a •

Put your future AND your social life into high gear at
Stanley H. Kaplan IS Grad School Seminar.
Discover how we can help you score your best in the
ORE, GMAT or LSAT and look your best on your
application.

Monday, September 30
6:00 - 8:00 PM
Omni Park Central

Have Your Resume
Professionally Done

(7th Avenue / 56th Street)

Call today to reserve your place!
(212) 977-8200

We Are Specialists In:

Resumes
Curriculum Vitae's

.1i:!

SlANLEY H. KAPlAN

1 Take Kaplan OrTake

)our Chances

Competitive Rates
I

I·

CALL: (718) 485 - 0318
OR: (718) 217 -1931

I

Tne TlXKep
BapUXll XOAAt')'£, XYN'P
137 Eaat 22 L~Ptt~, Bo~ 442
Nero 'POPK,N'P 10466

Trust me, it's
•
an expertence you'll
never forget.
The Ticker is
located in the
Student

Center in
room 301F
We want to
see you
there.
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Campus Health Walk to Help
Insurance
Fight Cancer.
Representatives from the·
N.Y. U. School ofDentistry will
be available from 12:304:30
P.M., Thursday, September
19,1991 in the Lobby of 155 E.
24th Street, to answer questions regarding a preventive
dental care program for undergraduate students at New
York University.

to-one with a public school
youngster to help improve his
orher reading, writing or math
skills. SVP will train volunteers and provide on-site support. For more information or
to sign up, call School Volunteers at (212)213-3370 or
(718)858-0010. Assignments
are available in all five boroughs at a school near your
home or office.

On Sunday, October 20th, the
American Cancer Society will
be h~ding their "Making
StridesAgainst Cancer" movealong-event. Everyone is wel. come to walk, run, ride or roll
this 5-mile, non-competitive
course.. Participants will 0btain sponsorsin supportoftheir
efforts to help raise funds for
the American Cancer Society's
life-saving programs in research, education and patientcare services.
.' .
The American Cancer Society To assist students in determinwill have 33 sites throughout ing exactly how much money
the greater metropolitan area they are eligible for in the form
where you can join the' fun of foundations, organizations,
while "Making Strides Against state and federal and special
The Placement Office of the Cancer." Local sites include: campus-based student aid proSchool ofLiberal Arts and Sci- South Street Seaport in Man- grams, Conjes Academic Fundences will offer the following hattan; Prospect Park in ing is now offering a computer
workshops at 1:00 p.m. in Rm Brooklyn; and Clove Lakes service that analyzes a
1504, 17 Lexington Ave. :
Park in Staten Island. Regis- student's individual family cir-Career Choices and Job Search trationbeginsat8a.m.(rainor cumstances and prepares a
Skills Workshop
shine) and the event starts at computerized step-by-step outThursday, September 26, 10 a.m. For further informa- line illustrating what action
1991
tion and registration forms for the student needs to take to be
-Resume Writing Workshop
all sites, please call: 1-800- assured of qualifying for his
Thursday, October 10,1991· ACS-2345 or your local Ameri- share ofthe $26 billions in student aid that is available fOT
-Interviewing Skills Workshop can Cancer Society office.
Thursday, December 5, 1991 This year's sponsors of "Mak- the 1991-1992 school year. FOT .
In addition the PASS Office ing Strides Against Cancer" application information write
will also hold the following are: WNBC-TV; Herman's to: Conjes Academic Funding,
panel discussions at 1:00 p.m. World of Sporting Goods; P.O. Box 619, Hami1ton
inRm 1604, 17 Lexington Ave.: Nestle Beverage Company; and Grange Station, New York,
-"Careers for Liberal Arts Ma- WNSR-Radio~Don Gould, NY 10031
jors"
WNBC-TV Sportscaster, is
Thursday, October 24 (will" Celebrity Chairman of the.
include Baruch liberal arts ev~nt.Therewill be entertaingraduatesj; d ' . _ : ,.,."d_.,__ ~ .' -,- tnent, surprise guest~,prizes; -..
-~-"'
-"ExploringGraduate & Pro-. giftsandagreattimeforall. It
fessional Schools Possibilities" is a chance for everyone, inThursday,November21,1991 eluding cancer patients, their
For more information call the families and friends, to raise USATodayis offeringan award
PASS Office (212)387-1370.
money and awareness while to students who can describe
celebrating the reality that in 250 words or less their most
cancer can be beaten.
outstanding intellectual endeavor. Any full-time undergraduate student is eligible.
Students selected will receive
a $2,500 cash award and will
Students are invited to learn
be featured in a special section
what adventures are awaiting
ofUSAToday planned for mi dthem overseas at a FREE
February. Deadline is by N()travel, study, work abroad
vember 30, 199L For applicaOpen House on September 26,
tion information call Carol
Awards of $1,000 will be pre1991 at the Council on InterSkalski at (703)276-5890 or
sented in the 1991-1992 acanational Educational Exwrite to: All USA-Academic
demic year to mature women
change, 205 E. 42nd Street,
Team, do Carol Skalski, USA
who, after an interruption in
one block East of Grand Centheir educations, are now purtral Station, between Second
suing an undergraduate coland Third Avenues, from 4 to
lege degree. The applicants
6:30 p.m. Refreshments will
must reside in New York City,
be served. For more informa- .
have attended a college in New
tion about the Open House or
York Cityduring the 1990-1991
any of CIEE's travel, study,
,
academic year and be in attenand work programs call
dance during the 1991-1992
Stephanie Orange (212)661academic year and attend col1414. Ext 1439
lege at least half-time. The
deadline for submitting applications is November 29, 1991.
Applications are available from
Dr. Carl Kirschner in the Office for-Student Development,
" 360 E. 26 St, Rm 1702.

College Grants
& Scholarships

PASS
Workshops and
Panels

U.S A"

A"ward

Study or Work
Abroad
Women's
Forum Educational Award

TO~AY,

1000 Wilson Blvd., ~
Arlington, VA 22229
..,
~

to

Women
Color Network
The Baruch Women of Color
Network will have meetings
on the following dates:
General Meeting - Club
Hours
October 3, 1991
Faculty Lounge, 24th
St. Bldg., 5th floor
Monthly Meeting - 4 PM
. November 5, 1991
Faculty Lounge, 24th
St. Bldg., 5th floor
Those wishing to join the Network are welcolme, The Baruch
Women of Color Network
includes members from the
Faculty, Staff, and Student
population. Information on all
events will be posted in The
Ticker.

Please
address atl
Ticker Takes to
Kathryn Garcia
at The Ticker .
Today 137 E. 22 St.

. -.'. '-'.'

Ne-w'-YorK'~-'NY-'-"""

10010
Deadline for
submlssion for
October 2 issue
•

IS

September 26

Editorials:
Letters/ Op-eds:
Perspectives:
Economy & Business,
Sports

Crime
Prevention
Seminar

8
9
11
19
.20·

Volunteer Pro.Next Issue: October 2
gram

Baruch College Security presents "Tips on Travel Safety"
on Thursday, October 3, 1991
at 1:00 P.M. in the Student
Center Oak Lounge. Will be . Berome a tutor in the New
conducted by the New _York York City School Volunteer
.City De~e9t'sCrime Pre- Program (SVP) ~d work onevention Unit.

Ad Deadline.: September 25
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Continued from Front Page

en to $600,000.

Murphy said it
0) was only natural that his office
oi' would not be able to hire as
~ many students as it had in the
CD past. Initially, international
.0
E students were told that they
~ could not be hired until after
c.:
~ Sept. 15.
en Steven Goldberg, director of
the international'student office, stated that when international students brought this to
his attention he "immediately
brought the 'situation to the
attention of John FisherIdirector ofadmissions and financial aid), who took immediate
steps to alleviate the problem."
Fisher said the idea to place
federal workers first was not
practical and broke down out
ofnecessity. He said that some
~

offices needed students before
this date and foreign students
were available. International
students also needed to start
working before this date. "In
retrospect, it was.a bad idea,"
Fisher said.
Murphy said that the decision appears as discrimination,
but is not. "Baruch College
gives more money to more foreign students than any other
university in the U.S." he said.
Graduate assistantships will
also be affected by the decrease
_ in funding. Fisher said that
both the undergraduate, and
graduate programs have been
equally cut.
AI though there is expected
to be a reduction in the number of students hired, Fisher
said the ratio of foreign stu-

dents to federal students is not
expected to change. Murphy
confirms this. He stated that
62% of the students who

worked on BSEPlastyear were
international students, and he
expects this figure will remain
the same for this year.
.1;'.:'.: C', '". ):;"

Davis Looks
to Represent
Baruch
on
USS

James Murphy, director of Financial Aid
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Raises Questions
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Baruch Gets Funds
For Freshmen
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By Rafael A. Olmeda, Jr.
The president of the Day Session Student Government appointed herself to represent
Baruch College on the University Student Senate at its meeting on Sept. 5.
Lavonda Davis' decision to
appointherselfas the USS representative surprised some
who expected' her to choose
Chi von Thornhill, an Upper
~cil member whose role in
the student protests last semester gained him recogni tion
among student leaders
throughout the City University ofNew York..ButThornhill
says the choice does not surprise him. "1 didn't want the
position," he says, explaining
that his original intention was
to run for a vice chair position.
His plans fell through when
his running mate, Carol
Bullard of Hunter College,
withdrew her caridi dacyfor the
USS chair.
"1 don't see any reason why
l Davi s i shouldn't se r '.. · e,"'
Thornhill adds.
According to );,icoie
Nembhard, treasurer of the
DSSG and last year's representative on the USS. toe st udent government presiden t ::B.S
the option of appointing herself to the position or of select- .
ing another government member.
But council member Sabrina
Desruisseau pointed out that
the DSSG Censtitution gives
. the position automatically to
the vice president for Legislative Affairs under Article V,
Section 6. The v.p. for Legislative Affairs is a position that is
appointed by the president and
confirmed by Council.
Carl Aylman, director of Student Life and advisor to, the
DSSG, explains that the USS
automatically recognizes student government presidents as
delegates unless otherwise
notified. Aylman says that the
last time the Constitution was
revised, which was in 1986,
"the decision was rendered that
the president did not' want to
be the rep. The Constitution
was written in such a way that
the vice president for LegislaContinued on Page 5

student in CUNY. The USS ::1
uses its influence mostly:through lobbying efforts and its voice on the board of trust- ~.
ees, where the USSchairsits ~
as ex-officio member with full •
voting privileges.
~

.'

By Farah Gehy
Effective as of this term
Baruch will be receiving more
money from City University of
New York to help freshman
accustom themselves to the
college environment.
Baruch will receive $150,000.
"It's going to have an effect on
general retention and it's going to have an effect in engaging freshmen in a way that we
would not be able to th.rough
the regular budget appropriation process," said Matthew
Goldstein, president ofthe college, who learned last week
that the request was granted.
Goldstein said that while still
acting vice chancellor of aca. demic affairs, he encouraged
Baruch to come forward with a
proposal. The proposals, as
Matthew Goldstein
stated,
.
were "judged on the merits of
the case, and Baruch was
judged against it's peers." All
CUNY campuses submitted
prospective budget proposals.
He continued. "We were suecessful in getting essentially'
all the money that we asked
for." Baruch had asked for
$164,000.
Acting Provost John
McGarraghy said Baruch received the greatest possible
amount under the stipulations
of proposal guidelines which
set the maximum' at $150,000.
Goldstein said, "The money
will be going towards better
equipment in our micro-computer laboratories, more tutorial work for Freshman Seminars, .anda.number.ol. other..
activities." McGarraghyelaborated by saying the tutoring
will focus on one on one si tuations to compensate for the
largefreshman english classes.
Aware of how difficult college can be during the first
year, the administration has
sought out ways to make it a
better experience for the enteringclass and will utilize the
money
to
that
end.

Goldstein

Write for
The Ticker

3.

C"
CD
~

Davis to Serve on USS
to appoint herself to the USS.
But Thornhill suggests that
Davis will still' need to seek
Council's approval before taking the position.
The USS is the CUNY-wide
representative body of students. It. receives $.85.in student activity fees from every

.
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Macmtos

This offer is available only for a limited time.
See your authorized Apple campus reseller
today for details.
And discover the power ofMacin·
tosh. The power to be your bese

Here's the deal: We've paired some ofthe
most popular Apple" Macinrosb" computers
with some ofthe most popular Apple printers. Buy one ofthese combinations, and save
big pucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
Macintosh Classic

Macintosh LC

Macintosh IIsi
. Sare themost rhen

Sateeten more unen
l'Oli bur a Macintosh
'tc computer-s-our
most affordable color
svstem-s-uith either an
;4pple 5~rleU;'riteroran
Apple Personal Laser\('riter 15 printer. n

Sace uhen rou bur

an affordable .
Jfacintosh Classic'
.computer uith either
an Apple 5~1'Ie\(hter
oran Apple Personal
tasers'nter' 15
primer. -

Continued from Front Page ,

sile crisis and the
students were hoveringaround
the set. 1 had not been in that
room for 30 years." The room
that he referred to is now
known as the Marble Lounge.
"1 remember being frightened
as all of the other students
were frightened because we
really thought that a war was
going to break out with the
United States blockading
Cuba."
Goldstein felt that the students were quite receptive to
his presence and that they fel t
no more uncomfortable than
he did when he walked into the
club rooms. "The visit was too
short unfortunately, but I'll be
back," he promised.

CD

McGarraghy said that beginning this tenn some freshmen
classes will be offered sequentially so students will see each
other longer and on a daily
basis in ..hopes that they will
build friendships quickly.
Some of the courses to be ofcarl Aylman, direCtor of Student Life'
fered in sequence are English
and History, Political Science
and Speech.
Con.tinu«J.from,Page 4
·If the programs begun this
year with the money are suc- tive ~airs would automaticessful, thePresidentsays, "We . cally take the role of delegate,
will go back next year, hope- and an alternate would be
fully with some indices of suc- 'named."
Aylman further points out
cess 'from this particular program and we will replicate or that one way around the rule is
expand on some of the activi- for the Davis not to appoint a
ties that we started this year." v.p. for Legislative AffairS and
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you buya high-performance Macintosh IIsi
computer uith either
all Apple Personal
Lasers/riter LS or an
Apple Personal laserWriter .\T priliter. --
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For more information contact

, Adwell Audiovisual
Ask for the College Desk • 516/485-7107
~ 19')1 Apple Computer. Inc Apple. the Apple 1000o Laserwnter. Maonrosh. Sl,"le~nter and The power [0 be "our best are registered trademarks of Apple Compurer, IrK
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Classes have
begun, so stock up on smooth
writing Pilot pens! Like the
Better Ball Point Pen two pack.
The Explorer Retractable Roller
Pen. And Pilot Colours - a three
pack of color coordinated
.wr-itffig instruments~· .
Every time you buy one of these

Pllot-fsvorttes, you get a chance
at $100,000 in cash and prizes!
It's all part of our new "Win-lnAn-Instant" game printed right
inside specially marked
packages. You could win the
$25,000 Grand Prize or hundreds
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So stop by your college bookstore and
check out these great Pi·lot pens. If you
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LOOK FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY.

Your future is protected by the largest
privatetetirement system in the nation.
Since 1918, we have been helping build a
secure future for people in education and
research. We have done so well, for· so
many, for so long that we currently manage
over $95 billion in assets.
,

Security-so the resources are -there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so you'll
have enough income for the kind of retirement you want. And diversity-to help
protect you against market volatility and
to let you beneftt from several types
of investments.

HERE'S WHAT VOU GET
FROM TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you~the safety of a traditional
annuity that guarantees your principal plus
.a speoified rate of interest, and provides
for additional growth through dividends.
F or its stability, sound investments, and
overall fInancial strength, TIAA has
-received the highest possible r.atings from
all three of the insurance industry's leading
independent agencies,"
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CREF's variable annuity offers opportunities for growth ·with four differe~t
irrvestmerit accounts, each managed with
the long-t~'rm perspective essential to .
sound ret irerrierrtpfannirrg.

IA A-C R E F is.building a sound
fInancial future 'for more than
I.O_OO,OOO{people in the education and
research communities. And over 200,000
retirees are n~w enjoying the benefits of
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EDITORIALS
~Live By the Rules Or Change Them
•

.0

E
(1)
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Rules are funny little things. They are usually
set up to protect the power-poor from the powerrich. Rules when obeyed help to provide everyone
with a fair chance at advancing their own cause.
When they are regarded only as lines on paper or
just ignored completely we take the step toward
disorder. Lavonda Davis, the president ofthe Day
Session Student Government, has taken that
step by declaring herself the Baruch delegate to
the University Student Senate. In appointing
herself the USS delegate she has violated the
DSSG constitution which gives the position to the
vice president of Legislative affairs.
Carl Aylman, the advisor to the DSSG, stated
that the USS automatically recognizes student.
government presidents as delegates. USB rules
do not supersede the DSSG Constitution, as DSSG
Treasurer Nicole Nembhard would have us believe, nor can the president pick and chose the
rules she wishes to follow. The last time the
Constitutionwas revised was in 1986. The rules
at that time were enacted for the benefit of specific individuals. A Constitution that is geared
toward individuals and not general ideas becomes quickly outdated.
The problem is not with who serves on the USS
but with the experience of the person who serves
on the USS. Davis would be be better offbuilding
experience on the DSSG before she involves herself with another inefficient bureaucracy. However, ifDavis wishes to serve on the USS it should
be her prerogative.

Tile Tickel~
Established In 1932
Rafael A. Olmeda, Jr.
editor-i n-chief

Changing the Constitution is a very time consuming and arduous process but that should not
prevent the DSSG from;undertaking the-task, It
is obligated to have fair~n
ogical rules which
will allow the DSSG to w
more efficiently
towards the students intere t. The current Constitution no longer fits this standard.

Rafael A. Martinez
managing_editor

Zoraida Fig ueroa
production manager

Eric Loyola
news editor

Masslmo S. Salerno
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The Revolutionary Generation

Fire in the Ghetto
By Newton Brunache
There is a source of energy
at the center of the solar systern. This fiery source radiates
in all directions in order to
reach water, the purifying element inherent in all life-forms.
It will then change water from
its earthly state (liquid) to a
more refine heavenly or airy
state (vapor). But if this illu-

mines radiance does not find
water, it will then burn the life
out of the life-form like dry
wood in a fireplace; for the
subtle element that keeps it
moist and receptive to its
source is absent. It is a universal law of the four elements of
creation; that offire, water, air
and earth.
Like an ancient tree that
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The Ticker Is published
bi-weekly, seven times a
semester, by The Ticker
editorial staff at 137 E.
22nd Street, New York,
N.Y. 10010, Room 301F.
All work except printing
Is done by Baruch
undergraduate
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graduate students. All
typed
and
signed
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office Is opened during
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Managing Editor at
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Letters
In Offense of Dr. Leonard Jeffries
To the Editor,
In reference to Rafael A. Olmeda Jr.'s brilliant interview with
Professor Donald H. Smith: although he was repeatedly asked,
Smith never answered Mr. Olmeda's question- why is Professor Jefferies justified in singling out the Jews when the other
na tions ofthe world such as the original Arab slave tradersor the
Catholics and Protestants to this very day are only given a
passing reference?
Sometimes a great educator can lose his or her sense of
objectivity. One ofthe more noble virtues of becoming educated
is the broadness of mind in which a problem can be examined
from many different points of view.
To an intelligent thinking person all men and women are
created equally. All cultures and religions should coexist with
mutual recognition of the other as well as an appreciation of
what the other has to offer. Great black leaders such as Martin
Luther King and Malcolm X recognized this. Although as an
individual we are all granted freedom of speech. When a person
is given a position of authority within a public institution he
becomes liable to uphold those beliefs and principles in his
duties. The CUNY system,although it may have its imperfections is committed to providing equal opportunities for all;
reg~dlessofeolor, creed, or race. Inherent in this doctrine is the
obligation that those in power shall not discriminate against the
minorizies, Professor Smith, the Chair of Education ofBa~ch
College, whose obligations are to all students enrolled, in t~e
school, has clearly evidenced his support for a vehement racist
and is no longer capable of serving the students of Baruch
college. Professor Donald H. Smith should be forced to resign.
Anti-semitism, like all other forms of prejudice, is learned from
others. An educator who tolerates racism is as guilty as the
racist himself.
Michael Klempner

A Friend of the Studio Theater
To the Editor:
Lcame to Baruch College in the fall of 1988 with the intent of
majoring in psychology, and one day psychoanalyzing the world.
However, I luckily needed one more class to fill my schedule
during my first registration experience, and as I glancedthrough
the Schedule ofClasses, I noticed a course offering called "Introduction to Acting".
"Hey," I thought. "Why don't I take this?" So I did. I have been
involved in the theater ever since.
The Baruch College studio Theater, which is located in room
911 in the 23rd Street building, is a world unto itself.- a place
where every semester a small but ever-changing group of s:udents and faculty directors come together to stage plays.ranging
from "A View From the Bridge" to "The Fantastiks," from "For
Colored Girls" to "Godspell." There are also student-directed
projects which have bee~ set i.n localities ~anging from str~t
corners in the Bronx to pnsons In South Africa. All ofthe Studio
Theater's works are highly professional and despite its small
scale the theater boasts a highly creative and changing team of
set, light and clothing designers, who utilize the theaterspace.to
a hilt.
.
The Studio Theater also has an amazing range of personali ty
types amongst its mainstayers. Within 15 minutes of entering
the theater one can hear conversations on everything from the
existence ofGod to howmany times Fred Flintstone drives by the
same rock, house and tree on his way to the bowling alley in
Bedrock.
.
.
.
"
. This semester the theater will be producing "Wmt Until Dark,
a play about a blind woman who is being "taken for a ride" by con
men in search of a drug-laden doll.
The doors of the Studio Theater are open to all, and everyone
is welcome to lend a hand on this semester's show.
P.S. Anyone with new insights into the Flintstones is also
welcome.

Earl Bovell

has not been watered for over
four hundred years, I have been
depri ved of my spiritual nourishment and no longer am in
touch with my SOUTce of life.
As a consequence, the planet
that was intended to be a paradise of light has become a hell
of fire.
1 am burning and 1 can no
longer tolerate it. So 1 roam
the streets at night to find a
way to release my heat. I see
anotherlost soul wearing about
nine thousand dollars worth of
gold jewelry on him. He is
portraying self-worth and
glory, as gold represents the
rays of the sun; although he is
in reality emotionally starving
and longing for love. Envying
his false glory, 1pullout my .45
caliber weapon aim it at him.
No, 1 was never taught to respect the life of my fellow sufferers. Besides, I am of fire,
and the pain is blocking my
mind from such value. So after
I release my heat, I pick up the
gold from the dead body that is
dripping with blood. The superficial self-worth that this
has given me is temporarily
soothing my pain by making
me forget about it.
With this incident, I have
gained praise from the youths
of the ghetto. I am now their
role model because the sue-

cessful individuals who were
educated to better themselves
have all moved out ofmy neighborhood for a better one. All
these youths have left to inspire them is me, a walking
fireball that is out do destroy,
just like I have been programmed by the commercial
media to do. So they gather
around me and form a posse.
My fire has now engulfed the
entire neighborhood.
Everybody is afraid of me

"I am burning and
I can no longer
tolerate it."
because of my deadly fire. It
travels in all directions, consuming everyone and everything in its path; from the old
lady who just cashed her welfare check across the street to
the drug dealer's new BMW
parked in that dirty alley. Society labels me a "minority
problem" and frequently locks
me in upstate. But-the jail
cells are already burning from
my past residence there, so I
am soon released back in the
ghetto.
"My body is aching me so

much that the only thing that (i)
is keeping me from killing ~
myself is the joint that 1 am ~
smoking; that is how 1 maintain my imaginary happiness. ~
But my Creator never intend ~
for me to live in hell. That is ~
just a temporary stage in my
evolution. The vapor that rises
from Earth condenses and
forms a dark cloud overlooking
the land. It is the revolutionary cloudthatI have been praying for while this world
crumbles in the fire. The lifegiving water from this rain
purifies my mother planet by
penetrating the soil and travels through me from my roots
to my leaves. It is the element
that extinguishes my fire and
energizes me for the final war
against my oppressors.
After the rain comes sunshine. All captive souls who
were formerly burning in the
West is now turning towards
the East 00 witness the rise of
the new radiance, for the light
that was formerly burning my
paradiseis now illuminating it
wi th victory over the fire. Who
am I? I am the one whom the
wise-men of the past have
prophesied about. 1have multiplied my seed over my planet
and become numerous like the
stars of the cosmos. 1 am the
Revolutionary Generation.
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~ Brainstorming

With Ben
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-~Destroying What Was to Make What Will Never Be
--(1)
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E By Ben Lee

a

~

Most scienti~ts today concur
that there was a big bang about
four billion years ago scatteringmatterandenergythroughout the universe. One of the
many specks of matter underwent a seriesoftransitions that
would eventually transform it
into the earth we know today.
Plate tectonics (shifting of the
earth's crust) over the course
of a billion years or so would
form the land masses which
we now call continents. Volcanic gases combined with interstellar gases and solar energy
helped concoct a formula that
would subsequently spark the

-:

first simple life ferm, Evol utionists and creationists alike
must agree that wether by divine intervention or by random course of events, life resultedfrom an intricateesehestration of matter and energy.
As life forms progressed into
more complex organisms, each
species, by the very nature of
their existence, sought to upset the delicate balance on
earth. But each species' quest
for dominion would counteract
the other's and the ever-changing earth was yet at equilibnum.
And the earth was ali ve. Her
veins flowed clean with

Letters
Jungle ~r: Spike Lee's Triumph
To the Editor
Writer, producer, director Spike Lee seemed to always get rave
reviews from anyone who had seen his works- well now it's my
turn.
I had the opportunity during the summer break to see his
latest movie, "Jungle Fever" at the Cineplex Odeon on 23rd St.
, one of Manhattan's more pleasing movie theaters. The ambience was just right to critique a film because by this time many
had already seen it. This resulted in a sparsely populated cinema
with few distractions.
Everyone kept saying that this movie was a "must see"
,
especially one friend ofmine who seems to think I advocate interracial relationships.This of course led me to assume that the
movie was about an intense whiteJblack relationship which was
built on mutuallove; however, this was not the case.
Spike Lee chose a more extreme angle, which I felt highlighted
the societal ignorance we all know about. This,1 believe was no
accident because Lee has proven to be a brilliant writer whose
.
'
Intention, in this movie, might have been to remind people that
racism is still very alive, especiallyin New York with its so-called
"melting pot."
In spite of this reality, one should not lose sight of the fact that
inter-racial romance is quite possible and is even growing in the
90's.
Spike built the "Forbidden" relationship on pillars that were
bound to crumble. Flipper was happily married with a daughter
and horne in Harlem; while the white female .Angela, hailed
from an Italian family that seemed to have little education and
plenty of arrogance (the character of Angela was not dense like
her father though), These important factors made their affair no
ordinary one,in fact, they gave the viewer stronghints that there
was going to be no story book ending for this couple. Had Lee
omitted two elements, the wife and the child, the other difficulties might have been surmountable, but again for whatever
reason, he did not intend to inject any possibility of a happy
future for the inter-racial couple.
On a more favorable note, "Jungle Fever" showed blacks in a
more positive light in terms ofthe type offamily life Flipper had
before his affair: both husband and wife, young professionals
raising a daughter with love and good values. This was evident
in the breakfast scene after a night of passionate love-making
(which was less than silent) when the mother found it necessary
to do some explaining to the daughter.
At work, Flipper was portrayed as a strong individual who was
able to make big demands, and who was educated enough to
branch out on his own when he felt he was not given the
opportunity he deserved.
To add to the spectrum, Lee introduced some serious humor in
the character of the "crackhead" as flipper's brother. This allowed him to show his audience how a seemingly well-off black
family (from which Flipper came) can produce children who end
up on completely different ends of the social ladder. Of course,
the end of the "crackheads" comedy was typical of that lifestyle.
Unfortunately, his father was the chosen executioner.
Overall, this movie was a well-balanced and very entertaining
one that bordered on family viewing, but maybe not quite that
type of material. The viewer who approaches it without any
preconceived notions, like I did.would not be taken aback by the
deadened romance plot.
.
Proceeding along on this vein a high quality work, Spike Lee
can only be expected to give us more good films in the future. .

untainted water. Her lungs
breathed freely the abundant
carbon dioxide produced by the
many animals dependent on
her exhalingfresh oxygen. Her
network ofwaterways coursed

"We create to spend
and spendto create and
all this fOr happiness
and we are yet sad. ".
about her surface to feed the
great expanses of her green
lungs which, in turn, would
feed an entire animal kingdom
in a parasitic relationship of
planetary scale. Hostess and
guest alike mutually benefited
until a guest ofa very different
nature joined the party; man.
The hostess. scarcely acknowledgedhernewguesttaking up residence since he seemingly posed no threat to her
existence. He had not the ability of flight to dominate her air
space. Nor did he have the
aquatic skills necessary for life
in the pools of her circulatory
system. And being relatively
slow afoot and frail in brawn, it
hardly appeared as though he
could adapt to life on the harsh
terrain of her skin let alone
survive. But natural selection
would manifest in him a slight
deviation that set him apart
from all other creatures and
eventually give him reign over
land air and sea; an opposing
thumb. It not only gave him
the dexterity to compensate for
his lack of physical ability but
it would also exercise his cognitive processes which would
subsequently foster another
attribute to help him rule the
planet; his intelligence.
At first, these were his tools
for survival. He then honed
these skills and learned to coordinate them so well that they
would soon become his weapons for dominion; to hold the
earth hostage and enslave all
the creatures who were her
welcome guests.
And now we strive to be like
the Gods we once worshiped.
We want more power, more
intelligenc.e, and longer life
than any deity we had ever
envisioned to have. Our homage goes to only those things
that will help achieve this state
ofbein . And ourhostess whose

hospitalityhasbeen more than '
generous is paying dearly for
the high cost of our decadent
life-styles.
We create to spend and spend
to create and all this for happiness and we are yet sad. We
continue to believe the illusion
ofhappiness that we have perpetrated. Our success at procreationisenoughjustification
for our ways. It seems that our
"fitness" as a species has paradoxically jeopardized our
chances in this game of survival that we nave so quickly
mastered. Like a deadly virus
that infiltrates:its host, we too
will spread and overwhelm the
earth until she :isleft a barren
carcass floating in the black
abyss. Then the abuse end for
we will have perished. Arrogance has made us forget our
dependence on our hostess for
subsistence.
So mankind, trying to live in
greater splendor, remains
unrelenting in his assault on
mother earth. The propellants

By Rich Roberts
Members of the Baruch Chapter of
the Golden Key National Honor Society
recently attended their 11th-Annual
National Conference in Atlanta ,
Georgia, the site of the 1996 Summer
Olympics. One hundred and forty-five
chapters from as far as the Universities
ofHawaii and Puerto Rico and as near
as St. Johns, Lehman and Brooklyn
Colleges sent more than 500 delegates
to the conference. This years theme
was the celebration of diversity.
Representatives were accommodated
in the plush Ritz-Carlton Hotel in the
aftluent section ofBuckhead. Students
from different schools were roomed
together so that new culturally and
educational ideas.could be exchanged.
Although the GK delegates would like
to have shared a few cultural ideas
wi th guests Michael J. Fox and the
band Jesus Jones, the delegates were
not allowed on the same floor.
While many new friendships were
being established there were some that
were beingrekindled. Alan Szydlowski,
Vice President of Communications of
the Baruch chapter said, "I met a lot of
old friends at the National that I had met last April w~~ ~~ ~~nt to -~ur Regional Conference held at Cornell
University."
Although the National Conference
allows cross-cul tural networkingit also
provides a medium for vital information
to be top-downed from the National
Headquarters to the more than 300~000
members that make up GK Since the
organization has positioned itself as
one that recogni zes scholasti c
achievement, community service and
involvement within the organization,
workshops were presented that
encompassed all of those attributes.
The workshops ranged in contentfrom
community service projects to thinking
creatively, yet they were all accented
with the concept of diversity.
Dr. Bill Cross, associate professor of
Psychology and African Studies from
Cornell University, said in his lecture,

"The propellants we
use for comfort and
convenience strip
away the veneerofprotection from the sun.
Ourfashion consciousness has left behind a
legacy of disposable
products that are continuously replaced by
the latest styles."
we use for comfort and convenience strip away the veneer of
protection from the sun. Our
fashion consciousness has left
behind a legacy of disposable
products that are continuously
replaced by the latest styles.
We desecrate the burial
grounds ofour ancestor from a
million years ago. We exhume
their remains which have laid
at rest in quiet pools of crude
oil and turn them into airborne
toxins in order to maintain our
standardofliving. We can only
speculate how traumatized she
will be when, if ever, we end
this incestuous rape.

j{appy fJ3irtfu£ay
to
~vin (Wild Thing) Crespi
Trotti the %em6ers ofP.~I/J)/E.

on Diversity: A Business Implication,
"Diversity in the work place is going to
happen whether you like it or not." He
added, "What we must do is to learn
how to manage it, not deny it."
Corporate sponsors of GK,
apparently, have the same philosophy.
At each luncheon, dinner and banquet
held over the four-day event,
corporations presented donations
totaling to almost a half-million dollars.
JIti few of the more than 300 firms that
help in supporting GK were at the
conference. Theyinc1udedKPMG Peat
Marwick, MBNA MasterCard
Motorola Inc. and NCR Inc.
Not only do corporate sponsors
recognize the Golden Key, the Golden
Key also recognizes the achievements
of its members and chapters. Every
year at the National Conference awards
are
given
for
outstanding
accomplishments.
During the last session of the
conference, the awards banquet, Dr.
Samuel Proctor, Martin Luther King
Jr., Professor Emeritus, Rutgers
University, summed up his speech on
~

shirts. "We;re going to hit the town,"
said Amanda from the University of
Rhode Island. "I want to see what it is
that made them choose Atlanta to host
the Olympics," said Karen from Cal.
State, Los Angeles.
The group found themselves at the
cele!>ra~_J?g):;~!~e!s!o/andAchievement, Thunderbird&, a famous night club in
by saying, "The co-tIriiigling- of GK
graduates and the corporate world
benefits everyone, because when
"successful groups ofdiverse people pass
from the college to the corporation, there
is no other alternative but to create
wen-rounded corporate cultures.
After Dr. Proctor's speech the awards
were passed out. "Because our chapter
at Baruch is only two years old, and
still needs a lot of growing, we didn't
think we would win an award this year ~"
said Effie Michailidis, president ofGK
at Baruch. "But all at once they called
out, 'The Best New Chapter Award
goes to Baruch College,~ she added.
Dr. Ron Aaron, the chapter advisor at
Baruch said, "I knew we were going to
win something, because someone came
up to me and said, 'make sure you're at
the awards banquet tonight."
On The Club Tip...
At 10:00 p.m. after all of the awards
Many consider the NYC club scene to
be dead. While it may not be what it
used to be, there are still places where
you can move your body and boogie to
the beat. It's the music, setting and
crowd thatbringac1ubtolife. Butmost
of all, it'sgotta have soul.

RED ZONE - HARD HAUS / THE
MADHOUSE
438 West 54 St. Between 9th & 10th

Ave_

%e Staff of%e qjc~r
~

Roger C. Wilkes

ying for this space.

Underground Atlanta. By 1:00 a.m.
GK ruled the.dance floor. The disk
jockey kept saying after every song,
"Last call, last call.,; we close at onethirty." Golden Key decided to leave
at 4:30 a.m.

By Daphne Leroy

ani
Martinezl Who's

were passe .
out, it was
announced,
" The
conference has
o ffi cia 11 y
ended. Checkout time is
12:00 noon,
tomorrow. If
anyone decides
to take those
nice
RitzCarlton bathrobes horne, be
assured that
you will be sent
a bin from the
hotel. Good
night and good
luck."
Bue, before
the students
said good night
some of them
decided to hold;;>
one more event.
More than 150
of them ran to
their rooms
and changed
intotheirjeans,
shorts and T _ Baruch wins Best New Chapter Award from Golden Key Honer Society

"/

Every Thursday the ReelZone opened
its doors to Hard Haus and featured
House music all night long by DJ's
Basil andManski with thedoor hancDed
by VOODOO RAY. Ha.rd RaUB',
popularityhad grown since its February
91"debut especially amongcollege aged
party goers, who sought pre-weekend
fun. But in addition to this crowd,
BaWl became a home to a softer and
younger(much' y~er) crowd with
circles ofmusic video hopefuls. I don't
mind watching someone do a few
'
smooth
m~s es ;the-, ~ floor but
-._....
'
::.
-'
-;'

~..

~

much too often people crowded around
the club goers showing off. As a friend
once told me, dancing is not a spectator
sport.
For the most mature experiences of
the night, people went upstairs for the
funky sounds ofDJ Manski. The second
level was the place to really let loose
and boogie or you could just cool out
while eyeryone let it all hang out.
Security didits bestto keep high school
club heads away from the upper Ievel.
It was up to the bouncer to decide
whether or not you had what it took to
go upstairs and shak.e your thang. I
had a blast with dancers as theytwirled,
tumbled and were transformed by DJ

Manski's rhythms.
Ifyou didn't make it to the upper level
OJ Basil released House and Reggae
on the main floor every week until June
20th.
What brought Bud Hawl to an end
was the low numbers that theybrought
in at the bar(~goen were to cheap
to pay for their drinks). Butonhisfinal
appearance oj Basil' thanked his
following and worked ith8rd enoUgh to
Co1ltinuel 0. Pag. 12
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Video Saved
The Radio Star

Q)

D,

.

ceremony, the show washosted
by Arsenio Hall for the fourth
straightyear, and asa surprise
to all, Pee-Wee Herman started
Gtr the show' and was greeted
with a standing ovation,
proving once .and for all that
award ceremonies are nothing
but abunch ofpeople gathered
OOgether to pat each other on
the back.
Robe~t
Getting back to the show,
awards were given out to,
various styles of music from
Heavy Metal to Alternative.
Some of the most memorable,
awards went to Aerosmith for
best Heavy Metal band. Jesus
J ones won for best new
AI ternative band andR.E.M.
Michael Jackson took care of won for best song ("Losing My
that,
Religion-), best direction'
. Over the yearsMTV has (~ngMyReligion")andbest
expanded. First they started a video (-r.osing My Religion").
new music video channel t~at
Talking about R.E.M., i~s
eaters to people in their 20's, strange that, they didn't start
instead of teenagers (which is getting any' airplay on MTV
MTV's biggest audience). And until they ,switched from the
if you guessed VH~l you are International
Record
correct. Yes that's right, the Syndicate (I.R.S) to Warner
ehannelmostpeoplebelieveto Brothers Records. Even,
be in competition with MTV is though WNEW (102.7) used to
actually an affiliate.
play "Radio Free Europe- all
In other ways of expansion, the time and WLIR (92.7) and
MTVEuropewascreated, then U-68 (UHF channel 68) daily
came MTV in Japan and now lineups were stacked with
MTV is making plans to air in REM
. . .
Russia.
To illustrate the point
Back in the present, MTV further, hard rock band Rush
has become a way of life for is hardly ever played on MTV,
Americans, in the same way while not a day goes by that
they used to use the radio. WNEWorWXRK(92.3) doesn't
Whenyou gethome from school playa Rush song. But now
or work throw offyour coat and that Rush has switched to
turn on MTV. If you have Atlantic Records, they've made
trouble sleeping at night, just the Dial-MTV countdown, with
put the sleep function on the songs that can't hold a candle
television and turn onMTV.
to some of their earlier
Twoweeks ago in Billboard masterpieces.
magazine, MTVrana lO-page
So let's put all the pieces
ad to cefebrate their tenth together. R.E.M. is now on
anniversary. They held the Warner Brothers Records and
seve~th annual M~ V~deo they won' three MTV awards.

~

'The 'Iic~r J2Lt.Large

It was ten years ago that
Americans stopped tumingon
their. radios to hear their
favorite band's latest single or
even to catch the latest info on'
what was happening in the
music scene.
It was ten years ago that the
music industry was on a
downslide. Sales were down,
people didn't seem to have time
to listen to the radio anymore.
Radio seemed too boring to the
"new" generation of the 80's.
People were on the move and
radio wasn't.
E nter t h e h ero 0f t hiis story,
Sony. They introduced the
Walkman way back in 1981.
Since Sony solved the problem
of people on the go, the music
industry needed a way toreach
the teenagers sitting around
at home. The radio was just
too boring.
In defense of the music
industry Warner Communicationscreateda24-hour
a day television station devoted
to nothing but music videos.
MTV was born.
. Well,'now that America had
two great new mediums "in

R.E.M., Winner of Three MTV Music Awards
Atlantic Records. If you said Vincent Schiavelli, Marlon
Warner Communications Wayans (brother of Keenan
you're right. Now for the gold IvoryandDarnon Wayans) and
medal, guess who is a -part Christopher Walken, the roles
owner or MTV. If you said they will play still have yet to
Warner Communicati ons, be announced, Unfortunately
again you are correct.
it still hasn't been revealed
Talking about Warner whether or not Kim Bassinger
Brothers, therehave been some Win return as Vicki Vale.
cast additions for "Batman 2,"
Filming began on September
which incidentally has been 3 in Los Angeles, and "Batman•
retitled "Batman Returns." Returns," ,starring Micbael
Michael Gough will return as Keaton as Batman, Danny
Alfred the Butler, Pat Hingle DeVito I,lS The Penguin and
will, return as Commissioner 'MichellePfieffer as Catwomail
Added tD the cast is will 0e!n nationwide in 1992. ,_,

;~~~~==-_~~~lYfu~e;;~'~~~''!nuti:s~t1iera~:··.~.
album to seal it all together.
And in the summer of 1982

,

"

could ever have gone.
Talking about the awards

airplay.
Go ahead, guess who owns

BoDeans
Black, White and Blood
Red
Reprise Records
Produced by: David Z.
RATING: ABy Danny Gesslein

,J
if

9,

D.J. Basil and D.J. Manskl

Gotta Have Soul
Paradise & Nelrno. DJ Clark
Kent's
Hip-Hop really pumps
fill the Raus.
Hard Haus remained, up the crowd with memories of
homeless-but paved the way the old school and sounds of
for The MADHOUSE on the new.
The upper levei is now opened
VVednesday nights.
It
premiered during New Music to all andis sometimesreserved
Seminar week in July with for strictly reggae or hip-hop.
The promoters hope that this
House music, Classics, HipHop arid Reggae. The younger will fill the Madhouse and
crowd went crazy over The develop into bigger numbers
MADHOUSE. But hopefully, and dollars. Admission has
with school back in session the already gone up from eight
kiddies won't come out and dollars 'to ten dollars on
Thursday nights.
plsJr.
.
At times the Red Zone is fun
DJ Manski continues to rock
it on the main floor each week and the music is good. But
for those who want to get down there are times when the club
and dirty. Various otherDJs feels like the same old song on
fin the upper level spot and any other night.
As The Madhouse makes .its
share the lowerlevel. Pastand
upcoming DJs Include: home let's see ifit stays in the
Camacho, Disciple, NickJones, neighborhood at least as long
Clark Ken~ Bobby Konders, asHaus did.
Continued From Page 11

\\
Seven-year-old Gavin Cato was struck and killed by a car driven by a
Hasidic, YosefLifsb, in Croum Heights last month. In an effortto ease racial
unrest in the neighborhood ana to show unity and good faith between the
diverse groups, Hasidic leaders marched on Sept. 2 untb West Indian leaders
on eitherside of The Grand Marshallfor the West Indian Day Parade, Mayor
David Dinkins. They were joined by other City Officials to enjoy tbe music
andfestivities ofthis annual celebration. There were no incidents ofviolence
at the event.
Zelphi4 Phillips

America should watch itself
because its conscience is
watching. The little angel that
peers over this country's
shoulder is manifesting itself
in the form of the BoDeans.
The group stares into the soul
of America and sings about
what they see.
The band does not try to
whitewash the problems in this
land, rather, they try to bring
them to light. Tracy Chapman
is not the only who can write
about the pains of life. Sam
Llanas and Kurt Neumann's
songs sound as if they sit on
theirfront stoopand make note
of the world going by. Hatred,
fear and escape ar~ the
components of some of the
songs. Trying to make us see
this is what the BoDeans do
best.
Sam Llanas' portrayal oflife
between the races explodes in
Black, White and Blood
Red. His raunchy voice shows
his anger at the stupidity that
is racism. He shouts out
against the insanity that
causes people torise up against
themselves. He seesbigotry as
a flameforever beingfed. He is
,

,

THE SMITHS
Louder Than Bombs
Produced-by John Porter, Johnny Man, Stephen Street,
Roger Pusey, and The Smiths
Rough TradeJSireRecords
RATING: A
By Lenny Vigliotti

BoOeans, 80's It 90's Rock Stars
shocked that the hatred has
gone this far in the "land ofthe
free," One thing that he is
trying to say, and we should
learn, is that the one definite
thing that all man has in
common is the color of blood
which he spills.
.Other impressive tracks are
WParadise" and "Any Given
Day." 'The first tells of the
story of living on the tough
streets of this country. The
latter, is about drug dealers
and the escape they offer. An
anti-suicide messageis the core
of-Long Hard DaJr." This and
their love songs make the new
CDapowerful statementabout
life in the United States.
The group's music stays in
your head and haunts you long
after you turn it off. The songs

are catchy and their meanings
are potent. As you recite them
you realize the true meaning
ofit all: man's anger spills into
all areas of life, including
music. To deny this is not only
foolish but it also adds to the
ignorance thatis sung about in
Black, White and Blood
Red.
The group's wanting to
change the world is not only
evident in their songs but also
in the ad for E.C.O. (Earth
CommUnications Office)onthe
record jacket. This gives tips
on how to save, the
environment. The BoDeans'
realize that ifyou wantto make
the world a better place, you
can not just sit.upon the truth;
you have to shout it out at the
top of your lungs.

Before Morrissey sang about Annageddon in "Every Day is
Like Sunday: and guitar whiz Johnny Marr strummed to the
recordings of Electronic, there was, The Smiths.
The Smiths were among England's biggest bands from 1983
thru 1987. Fonned as a rebellion to the techno-pop movement,
'The Smiths guitar and vocal based recordings help establish a
place for them in the world of American alternative rock. The
Smiths were close to an 'alternative rock radio Beatles: Their
biggest AmeriCS:!1 hit was 1985's "How Soon is Now,",offoftheir
album Meat is Murder.
This song is consistently number one on New York's WDRE's
Top 500 Alternative Rock Song Countdown and is a staple in
alternative rock clubs.
It's tough to pick the best Smiths album because everyone is
rich with Morrissey's sharp and poignant lyrics and Marrs
perfect melodic guitar work. But the choice here is Lollder
Than Bomba.
Louder Than Bombs is a collection of singles that th~
Smithsleftoffoftheirfive studio albums. All ofthe tracks were
recorded from 1983 to 1986 and were unavailable in the U_S.
The album shows just how' eli verse the Smiths were. "nle
songs range from jazz, 'punk~' to pop. The 24 track album
contains fast paced songs like "Is it Really $0 Strange: to the
ballad stJrle of-Asleep." ,
"
The wit and charm oflead singer Morrissey is hilighted in this
album, 'especially in songs like -Unlovable," -Shoplifters ofthe
World Unite," and "Heaven Knows I'm Miserable Now.1I The
band also ranges from the downright punk style of CJland, in
Glove: to the ever so pop of·Ask_"
If your interested in MorrisseJr or MarT just pick up this
album ' ou woJi~ be disa " inted.
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TRIB~ AFTER TRIBE
Tribe After Tribe
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AtlantieRecords Produced by: Bob Johnston
and Jini-SCott
RATING:CBy Danny Gesslem
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The only word to describe Tribe After
Tribe's American debut is painful.
Playing loud with incoherant lyrics
seems to be the group~s_past~e._Thel"
truly bury their talent in search of the
easy way to fame, or so they think.
The musicris at times mesmerizing. ,
Unfortnately, the words do not back
this up. T;he lyrics are a 'mass !>f.
ramblings thaisoundasifhe was drunk
when he wrote them.: If there is a point
to these songsyou can'tfind them sober.
H'Robbi Robb (lead singer) thinks that
Hiavy Metal From Soutli' Africa, Trib. After Tribe
he is writing Morrissey: like material,
he better think again. At least with Robb was preaching against his band subscribes to the rap artists point
Morrissey' you can understand a song government. ShOrtly there after the of view: write anything as long as it
after you 'look on the inside jacket. group came to America and we were rhymes and let the music cover the
However, Tribe After Tribe's meaning blessed with a new Song sensation that faults. In other words, Tribe Afte~
is lost and printing the words only adds would take this country by storm.
Tribe is trying to become nothing more
to the confusion.
Since moving to LA the group has' than, yet another, Top 40 group.
The three man political group definitelytaken up an American sound.
The band's sound has a nice tribal
originates from South Africa. They are On most of the songs the loudness is rhythm toit. Songs such as "Remember"
resented-hy 'the South African chosen over the meaning. They crank epitomizes this. The music at times
government and are seen as a threat. out loud guitar tracks that have you sounds beyond the potential of most
The band openly opose their asking if it's really necessary. The groups. They have a style all their own
government's policies. They were group ignores the fact that you need a if they choose to fine 'tune ·it.· They do
thrown' off the stage a~ a concert at combination of good lyrics and not need to have the ear blasting sound
Johannesburg. Suprisingly this Was appropriate music for the number in of*White Boys in the Jungle.· A little
not.due to their·playing abilitY-. Robbi .Order to have a bit. Unfortunately, the .. ori ·nali is not much to ~k for •.
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Hangin Out In
The Hood
.

--

It's a beautiful day in the
neighborhood. It's a beautiful
day for a neighbor, won't you
be mine? You had better think
hard before you answer the
"Boyz N The Hood." The
soundtrack on Warner
BrothersRecords to what could
quite possibly turn out to be
the number one Mrocentric
moviein termsoftotal revenue.
Thus giving a message to
Hollywood executives who
have been reluctant to produce
movies dealing with the
Mrican-American community
in realistic terms.
Yes! Realistic Black films
can do very well at the box
office (despite limited theater
distribution). But enough
about the movie. Ifyou haven't
seen it by now, ask your family
members to go see it so they
can tell you about it when they
try to contact you at their next
seance.

The Music From The
Motion .Pi(:t:ure lJoyz N The,

Hood creates just the right
atmosphere for the various
scenes in the movie. Each cut
on the album has the feel of a
well tailored silk suit created
specifically for one evening but
fi ts into your wardrobe like a
welcome newborn to a aftluent
family.
Besides making a
fantastic movie Executive
Producer John Singleton has
anothermajor accomplishment
under -his belt. He has
managed to comprise a
soundtrack made up,of not one
or two top notch performers
but more than ten on his very
first attempt at the business of
movie making. There is a list
ofperfonnerson the album that
contains several forms of
African-American music from
JazztoR&BtoHip-Hop. Now,
I am going to share my favorite
picksin these three categories.
In the Jazz section we have
the solidly smooth flowing cut
by Stanley Clarke, "Black On
Black Crime." With the simple
use of sub-bass to grab your
pulserate perfectly timed with
a bass line guaranteed to make
your blood tingle, Stanley
Clarke is able to set you up for
what is to follow. Once your
attention is obtained various
messages. from the the movie
are broadcast. This is all

counteracted with hypening
orchestra hits, mellowing
saxophone, and soothing
strings. Hats off to Mr. Clarke
for both the wri ting an d
production of this piece.
N ext down the line is a tune
named, "Spirit (Does Anybody
Care?) written and produced
by Force One Network. What
do you get when you mix HipHop beats with R&B musical
accompaniment and gospellike vocals. For starters, you
geta veryinterestingtrack that
could be the sleeper hit of the
year with a little air play
(please, please, please). But
don't countonit, buythealbum,
don't let this gem disappear.
. Finally, we get to what I feel
is the hardest }rlt'n Hip-Hop
(or any other track for that
matter) track on the album.
Boyz N The Hood has a list of
rappers that are on the top of
the charts (including Ice Cube

,

~~, "..

Atlantic: Becarda

Tribe After Tribe has the potential of
being a truly new and powerful group.
Yet they do not choose to be unique
most of the time. Instead they choose
the American influence and become
one of the mindless copy cats in the
music bussiness. One thing, they
definitely should do is invest in a new
song writer for their next album, if we
are so unlucky.
People do not want to go through
their days wondering what this group
has to say. Especially since themessap
that is brought across, at times, seems
ludicrous.
.
.'

TUTORING
.

who stars in the movie) but I'm
pull~~gouta surprise pick for .
the tOp honor, My pick "Just
A Friendly Game Of Baseball

Offering one-on-one tutoring in Coli. Afg.br-Trig-

is

··&--Oiscrete·

.Preeafc-C-afe-Stats-P

Math-Physics-Chemistry~Spanish-Fren~h-German

(Remix)"written, producedand
performed by Main Source. I
picked this cut above all the
rest because it's not only
fuuunky but it captures one of
the main themes in the movie,
the treatment AfricanAmericans receive from those
who are supposed to serve and
protect the citizens (five-o, pigs,
coppers orjust the plain police).
Main Source is able to
realistically communicate the
emotions fel toy the characters
in the movie in just three
minutes and twenty-one
seconds that the rest of us will
live with for the rest of our
lives.
I chose these particular cuts
because I feel that not only are
they excellent works by
themselves but, they also add
to the general atmosphere
creation in the movie. Which
is the reason thatthe selections
were eithercreatedfor oradded
to the movie soundtrack in the
first place. Get the album,
then go see the movie again
after listening to - the
soundtrack and you will find
out eXactly what I am talking
about. Watch what songs are
played in which situations and
prepare to be swept away.

GREIGMAT prep - ESL - $10/15 hr. Call Ray
Bacchus (718) 493-6942 after 4PM.
ADDRESSERS WANTED immecliately! No

experience necessary.
Process FHA mortgage refunds.
Work at home. Call 1-405-321-3064.
HeatWave Vacations, Inc. is looking for bright,
personable individuals to promote out European
skiing and Caribbean Spring Break trips. Earn free
vacations and big paychecks. For more
information, call Gregory at (800) 395-WAVE.

Is the whole school going to Hell? Or is it just you?
Join the Ticker and find out.

·Get A New

P!

Perspe~t.ive O:~

Things: Write .: For
The 'Ticker
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Geena Davis in "Thelma & louise, with Susan Sarandon is set for
release in November. II
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Record Review
POP ALBUMS
1-

METAI.I.ICA •

2-

UNFORGETTABLE •

MICHAEL LEARNS TO

ROCK
Michael Learns To
Rock
Impact Records
RATING: B+
By Karen Sbaschnig

Metallica

Natile Cole
3- ROLL THE BONES
4-

• Rush
LUCK OF THE DRAW •

_Bonnie Raitt
5- C.:M:.B. • Color Me Badd
6-

COOLEYHIGHHARMONY •

Boyz lIMen
Have you checked out "the
current comicbook priceguides
lately? Well ifyou haven't, you
might be shocked to find out
that books like Marvel Comics
GhostRider"l, Volume II and
The New Mutants #87 are
already valued at $30. So I ask
you why? Both books came out
in 1990 with cover prices of
$1.50 and with millions ofeach
in print, how could anyone in
their right mind want to pay
top dollar for these so called
collectibles?
The 90's have already shown
that the comic book industry is
approaching new heights in
sales and distribution. The
number of books available to
collectors these daysasopposed
to 10 years ago is almost five
times greater, so what's so
special about the new books? I
ask you again, why value these
issues at such a ridiculous
price, especially if they are
readily available?
If you have $30 to purchase
a comic book, then why would
you buy a book that is only a
year old. A Silver Age book
will only increase in value
whereas a new book isbasically
unproven and the potential for
a decline in a titles popularity
can happen and if this does,
this will decrease the value of
the title. You also have to
remember that the number of
copies of any Silver Age comic
can only decrease with time,
there were so few distributed
compared to there ancestors
like Ghost Rider #1. Granted
the latest books are attractive
and printed on the best
available paper but how can
you compare any new title to
the likes of a classic Tales of
Suspense or an early issue of
the Avengers?
Of course, the fault doesn't
lie in Marvel Cornics lap or

any other comic companies for
thatmatter. The guiltyparties
are the comic book dealers. The
same dealerswhohelp the price
guides setthe prices contribute
to discrediting the industry.
By stocking up on new books, a
dealer can hold back as many
issues as he or she wants thus
creating a greater demand for
them. This demand allows the
dealer to get his asking price.

the .1 comic company in the
business why wouldn't you
havefaith inyour titles on their
own? These cameos are just
taking away from solid story
lines, they seem to be losing
credibility. Of course, this is
only a lifelong collectors
opimon.

••••

7- THE FIRE INSIDE • Bob Seger
& The Silver Bullet Band
8- FOR UNLAWFUL CARNAL
KNOWLEDGE •

Van Halen

9- TlME~ LoVE & TENDERNESS
Michael Bolton
10- GoNNA MAKE You SWEAT •
C&C Music Factory

The Award for Best Summer
Story Line goes to D.C. Comics
••••
Armageddon 2001. This multi
TO ALL COLLECTORS: Stop crossover story covered 12 of
buying 20 issues of titles like D.C.'s summer annuals and
X-Men '*1, especially with its proved to be the most
five different covers, and X- entertaining comic plot since
Force '*1 with its trading card Frank
Millers
"The
inserts, oranysupposedly can't Watchmen." Though marred
miss titles. The fact is, you're wi th constant stalls in release
just going 00 get stuck with a
dates, Annageddon 2001 was
lot of extra books. I've talked worth waiting for. I even
to many dealers and have bought titles I usually don't
gotten the same response, they read like Hawkworld, Hawk
don't want the books back. As and Dove(which proved to be
a collector you can have 20 the most important one tobuy),
copies of an issue but it doesn't Legion, and the New Teen
stop the dealer from having Titans.
200 in stock.
Waverider, the main
••••
characterin Armageddon, was
Have you picked up your eopy a time traveller from the near
ofGuardiansoftheGalaxy:ltl7? future. His job was simple, he
If you have, then you've seen had to find the hero who win
its ridiculous ending, you know become the dreaded Monarch
the one with the Punishers. in his time. Waverider had to
I've put up with Rancor(the simply touch the feature
30th century version of character and ride the time
Wolverine) in issue 419, and waves to his future. You see,
even tolerated the Spirit of there are no super heroes in
Vengeance(the 30th century the future, Monarch had killed
Ghost Rider) but Marvel has them all.
gone to far this time. For those
To say I was surprised to find
that don't know who the out that Monarch was Hawk,
Punisher ·is, Frank Castle is is an understatement. My
his alias and when mobsters guess was Wonder Woman but
killed his family he became a she was to preoccupied with
vigilante. The problem I have War of the Gods, another D.C.
with the story line is that summer crossover event.
nowhere in the Marvels history
••••
have the Guardians met up
One final note. Have you
with this character. It's obvious noticed that comic collecting is
that this isjustafinancial move becoming an increasingly
for Marvel, because cameos difficult hobby to maintain on
always sell wen. But if your a
college
budget?

•

Michael Learns To Rock, a
new band straight out of
Denmark, is the latest group
to enter the pop music scene.
This foursome builds up their
music on icons like Elton John,
Paul McCartney and John
Lennon, the same three the
band listened to as they were
growing up.
The name Michael Learns
To Rock conjures up ideas of a
young guy bent somberly over
the historical dimensions of
rock en' roll, by eagerly taking
on one ofthe greatest art forms,
mUSIC.
Their new self-titled album
consists of 11 songs. One of
them, '''My Blue Angel," is
already a debut single. Other
songs such as, "The Actor," is a
lovely ballad with a great vocal
rhyme scheme, where lead
singer Jascha Richter softly
SIngs, "I'm not an actor and not
starandI don't even have my
own car, but I'm. hoping so much
you stay that you will/ave me
anyway. "
a

The other ballad on the
album is also my favorite,
"Com e On And Dance," a
romantic tune where Richter
sings, "Her skin was velvet
smooth, her eyes look almost
ancient, and: when we touched
it felt so strange." The album

also contains the uptempo
charmers "My Blue Angel" and
"Let's Build A Room."
Along with Richter (vocals &
keyboards) is, Mikkel Lentz
(guitars), Soren Madsen (bass
& vocals) and Kare Wanscher
(drums).
They all came
together as a group in 1988
WIth the feeling that Michael
Learns To Rock has the will
and ability to expose
themsel yes worldwide.
In the Spring of May 1988,
when it is the season to bloom,
MLTR wasbeginningtoo. They
entered live shows and music
festivals known throughout
Europe. They won the Danish
Rock Grand Prix, and gained
even more acclaim at the
Aarhus and prestigious
Skanderborg festivals. The
band then developed strongfan
recognition and hype.
Through the three years that
they have been together,MLTR
constructed their musical
abilities to a tee. Richter
describes the band as, "So we
have been avid students ofrock
music for years, we've absorbed
our influences and tried to
create a distinct sound."
Richter'ssong writing style has
manifested over the years and
gives much credit to the
musical form, melody. "I feel a
strong melody is what makes a
song unforgettable,"continues
Richter, "To me the best songs
are the ones that stay in your
memorylong afteryou've heard
them.
J.P. And~rson, the groups

.

-

manager came across, MLTR
when they sent a demo tape to
him. Anderson at the time was
the Skanderborg Festival's
promoter. "I was actually a bit
annoyed," said Anderson, "that
this popular young band was
going to appear on my festival
bill without providing me with
the proper press materials that
I needed to promote their
appearance.
"I called them to tell them
that they could use a manager
to help sort the thirigs out. I
ended up becoming that
manager."
In the present they are
heading up an 18 month long

Danish club tour, where they
also opened for the likes ofJoe
Cocker, The Kinks and
Meatloaf. They also placed
three cuts on a Danish Rock
Council LP entitIed "Secrets."
So far they have recorded in
both Copenhagen and Los
Angeles under the production
of Jens Hofman, Oli Paulsen,
Tony Peluso and Steve Barn,
who also worked with The
Temptations, Grass Roots and
The Mamas And The Papas.
Michael Learns To Rock is
signed by U.S. recording
company Im pact Records. It
seems so far that the band
knows how to rock.

-

anagement or
marketing major?
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUSTM or BA-35
from .Iexas Instruments
now, before assignments
pile up. They're designed
especially for business
professionals.. The kind
you're going to be.

Of course, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time-value-of-money.
Plus, it offers cash flow analysis for internal rate of return
(IRR) and net present value
(NPV). It even performs
bond calculations, depreciation and advanced
statistics.

And the BA-35 is our
most affordable calculator
for time-val ue-ot-monev
calculations.
Trv the RA II PLUS
or BA-35 at your
local 11 retailer
today. And start
working smarter,
instead of harder.
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e're working smarter,
too. So you don't have
to work harder.
For us, it means an ongoing relationship with educators and professors, striving to understand what's

Like the TJ..·68, an advanced scientific that solves up to five simultaneous equations, performs complex
numbers and offers formula
prograrnrrung,

~- The 11-36X SOLAR,

needed to help them make math
concepts come alive.
It means continually working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result? Calculators that are
highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators
that are perfectly matched to your
maj or and your coursework.
The TI~81 is a perfect example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy-to-use graphing features
available with extensive programming capabilities.
And there are others.

Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a
TI scientific or business calculator
that's right for you. Do the smart
thing: make one of them a part
of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
You'll be on your way to working smarter. Instead of harder.
rry the entire line of 11 scientific and business calculators at
your local 11 retailer.

a general

purpose workhorse powered by
ANYLITETM solar cells so you
never need batteries.
The BA IT PLUS~ For business
students, this is the one to get.
It handles time-value-of-money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (lRR) and net present
value (NPV).
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$500 1

when you buy the TI-68 or BAll PLUSTM I
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HOW: 1. Save your original cash register receipt.
2. Clip the proof-of-purchase UPC bar
code from package.
3. Complete this mail-in rebate certificate.
4. Send all three items to the address below.
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By Eric Loyola
tern like there's. To consider a
By the time Linda Spiegel few ofthe facts and figures will
had returned to the dinner make it easy to see why. For
table with the basket of bread every $7 Canadians spend on
she had forgotten on t he medicine, Americans spend
kitchen counter, her husband . $10. But spendingmore doesn't
Ernest was in cardiac arrest. make us any healthier. DeThe fifty-two-year old was spite the similarity in our culrushed to a hospital near his tures, Canada has an infant
small Queens apartment. mortalityrate 25 percentlower,
While waiting in the emer- a heart disease death rate 20
gency room reception area, a percent lower; the life span is
nurse grilled her about how two years longer.
her husband planned to pay
"Socialized health and rnedifor his bills. "To be asked that cal services are incompatible
sort of thing while Ernest was with the rights and responsidying showed me just how bilities inherent in a free and
hardened our system really is," d.emocratic society," said J.
his wife said bitterly as she Donovan Ross in 1959. Butnot
reflected on those grim days. enough Canadians agreed with
Ernest Spiegel survived his Alberta's Minister of Health
triple bypass. He continues to and the federal government
work as a security guard at a went on to be the nation's sole
college in the city and takes as health insurer by 1966. Every
much over-time as he can get. citizen had free and full coverSix hundred miles north of age by 1971. Canada has acManhattan, Bob Miller, a sixty- complished this by a system of
three-year old retiree moves stringent checks and balances.
cautiously across the living Declared illegal is private inroom of his home in Montreal surancethatcompeteswit}l the
to recline on an armchair of medical plans of it's ten provpliant leather. More than two inces. The health ministry caps
years ago as he sat in that very doctors' fees. The purchase of
chair reading a novel, Miller expensive equipment and the
sufferedaheartattack. He too number of beds at the hospiwas rushed to a local hospital tals, which are all publicly
where he remained for two owned, are regulated -by the
weeks and was then r.eleased _ government. Theseprocedures
and referred to a cardiologist. also reduce the amount of paTo reveal the blockages in the perwork. The Consumers
vessels that supplied his heart
with blood, Miller's specialist
_!lid an -anglQgTani~ He neeaea "A visit to the- docopen heart surgery, a qua- tor in Vancouver is
druple bypass, and got it. And
that same visit
it didn't cost him nor his family
a dime. When asked how Miller
New York is $80.
would pay the bill, his wife
Beth produced the plastic"Care Following Canada's
Card" from her purse; it guaranteed Miller free treatment example, we would
anytime, anywhere. "Bob's
spend
billion
pension plan pays the $55 premi urn and he got the best care on health care. 11
money could buy," said Beth,
beaming with satisfaction and
sounding much like paid ad- Union estimates that Amerivertising for socialized medi- cans spend billions of dollars a
year on administrative costs CIne.
But then there's the rub. a.k.a. "papershuffiing." CanaSpiegel was in surgery shortly dian studies estimate that each
after his first visit to the ER. of their citizens spends $18 a
But before Miller was ever on yearforpaperwork. Eachofus
an operating table, he was on a spent $95 a year - for a total of
waiting list for nearly year $20 billion more than we would
along with 575 others waiting have with Canadian-style infor beds in one ofthe five heart surance. But that's only what
surgery wards in his district. the majority of Americans
Although the wait scared him spend; hospitals , nursing
then, Miller laughs about it homes and doctors spend $65
now: "I think my kids had more billion filling out insurance
gray hair than I did at one forms, billing and collecting
point while I was on the lis,t, from patients.
But those who endorse the
and my number was no where
in sight." He concludes, "But Canadian model here face a
what do you expect when it's number of objections; though
free; could I even afford it in.. each has its rejoinder. When.
our government set out to "simthe states?"
......
Miller's operation would have plify" income tax forms they
been unaffordable to him and added numerous and confusanyone of the 37 million ing instructions. Could WashuninsuredAmericans. Canada ington handle a new health
covers all it's citizens; whereas care system? Steve Fishman,
health insurance may be a an advocate ofsocializedhealth
privilege to many Americans, services, said, "In U.S. health
it is a right for all Canadians. care doctors already obey leAnd nine out often Americans gions of obtrusive bureauwould prefer a health care sys- crats." He adds, "Insurance

STATE
ZIP
TERMSA."lDcoro.-omONS: Thuoffcr valid for purchaaesbc<we= 8/ I/91.and I0l31t91
"'II c!altnSmustbo:=vccI bv 11 30/91 Allow 8-l0w""k3fo~proc ess tng. SendthlSco\T\plned
form along WIth the origir....! cash register recerpr and the proof of purchase bar code eorhe
~ above This ongmal mail-In "enifica~ must accompany your l'eq1XSt and may na hoe
duplicated or reproduced Noe redeerrable In vour seoee,Offer vahd only as satrdon this form
and only m rhe U.s.A Offer void whtrt prohibited, taxed. licensed. or resrncred.limlt<>tlC
rebaee per household or address. Tcw Instruments reserves th~ nght to disconnnue
prosram at any tune and Without nonce,
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officials usually demand that
your doctor check with them
for permission to follow a particular course of treatment."
Will this soon be remedied?
Unlikely, because the number
ofadministrators in the health
care industry has grown 3.5
times faster than the number
of doctors. Canada has- no
meddling middlemen and the
government concentrates most
ofits effort on raisingcash and
paying bills. That keeps them
sufficiently occupied that they
do not monitor special practices. This is left to the judgement of the doctor.
Henry Raymond, director of
insurance providerrelations at
Health Insurance Association
ofAmerica, says, "The government would have to get billions of dollars more to pay
everyone's way. The $115 billion it spends on programs for
the poor and the elderly
wouldn't be enough." Several
Canadian provinces charge a
monthlypremium- nevermore
than $60. It has been suggested by advocates of a national plan that some of the
funds for our system would
come from income taxes and
some from luxury taxes. Most
find the thought of new taxes
unpleasant enough to can ~1'te
idea of nation-wide insurance.
But Americans spend what
amounts to $2,050 for health
costs per citizen averaged out
"over tne'entire population, yet
not everyone is covered. This
money comes out of wages in
the forms of copayments,
deductibles, insurance premiums, payroll deductions, deferred wages, and state and
federal taxes. Canadians make
a lump payment in taxes but
get more for less: exactly $600
less out of each citizen's gross
pay. Following Canada's example we would spend $365
billion on health care. Paying
the $640 billion America now
pays doesn't add up to many.

patie~ts get free care and doc- ~.

tors fees are set by the govern- (I)
ment, a fact which has many ~
doctors'lobbies here reflexively ~
opposed to the Canadian CD
model, more and more people
run toward more and more.~
treatments and tests. Studies -.
Insurer trade groups in by Canada's ministry ofhealth 50
Washington maintain that demonstrate increases in the
Americans who are fully in- number ofdoctor's billings and ~
sured would have to settle for their incomes after the governless in order to share their cov- ment set their fees: The same
eragewith the have-riots. Most situation happens in the
people in the United States are States. Here federal regulaunderinsured and do not have tors and private insurers have
full coverage. According to the tried to cap doctors' incomes,
New EnglandJournal ofMedi- though not successfully. In
cine, American insurance cov- the last ten years American
ers only 74 percent ofthe costs doctors have increased their
of doctors' services, 39 percent share of the national income
of dentists' services, and 25 by 40 percent. Their Canadian
percent of prescription drug counterparts caught only 10
charges and the remainder is percent.
By far the staunchest
payed by us in cash transactions with hospitals and fam- opposers to national health
ily doctors. Canadians buy care are the members of the
private insurance to cover pre- insurance industry. Since
scription drugs, dental /care, Canada shut down its regional
health insurers, the industry
stateside has grown -eightfold
"But Americans
and today 1,200 firms sell $192
spend what amounts billion in health insurance.
Insurance lobbyists, who have
to $2,050 for health greateraccess to our politicians
than the defunct insurance
costs per citizen
lobby had to theirs in Canada's
parliamentary system, will
averaged out over
fight and many feel that the
the entire populaindustry is too powerful to
eradicate. But to make health
tion, yet not everyinsurance an American public
service is not illegal and now a
one is covered."
strong possibility.
Miner, who after his surgery
eyeglasses, private hospital enjoys the life of a debt-free
rooms and ambulance service. retiree in Montreal, had this to
These are not covered by in- say about our system: "Lucky
surance in the provinces and forme I don't live there. What,
policy to cover these costs about with my recent history of a
"$30. - h-ean-condition f couldn~ getPsychologists who have insurance down tbere. IfI got
aligned themselves with the sick again I'd end up dead and
insurance industry claim that in the street." Spiegel, who is
free treatment would encour- grateful not have had a reocage people who are not hypo- currence of his heart problem
chondriacs to act as such. This ~ following his bypass, says, "I'm
is true, Canadians visit the jealous." About to leave for
doctor a third-more often than work, he tells his wife that he'll
we do. But they still have a be late again. Spiegel needs to
lower per person bill than us. work over-time to payoff the
A visit to the doctor in outstandingbalance ofhis hosVancouver is $18; that same pi tal fees. "I wish we had as
visit in New York is $80.
good as they have it there," he
Related figures ofhealth care adds closing the door behind
consumption show that when him.

When It Comes to Health Care, Canada Does It Better
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j Baruch Tops Old Westbury

1 Barrows' Grand Slam Boosts Team
By Eric Grossman
"We'll get them next year."
For ages this statement was
made by Baruch players at the
end of dismal seasons.
While most students shaking offsummer fever, the baseball team is practicing and preparing for their fall baseball
season.
Third year coach Dan "Padre" Sheehan likes what he
sees thus far. Sheehan says,
"this can be my best team yet.
The pitching is deep. Power
hitting won't be our forte but
stealing will be."
Captains Jose Rivera and
Eric Grossman will lead the
team. They made it clear from
the- start that players must be
positive and stay together.
There is no room for selfish
_and negative attitudes if the
team is to succeed. When
asked, why will this year be
different? Hivera stated, "Eric
and I work great together.
Were veterans. We have seen
other teams in the past beat us

because they played smart,
team baseball. Wealways beat
ourselves and together we can
change that."
In the teams first action this
fall, Baruchwas victorious in a
13-8 battle with Old W-estbury.
Down 2-0, Baruch first
baseman Sean Barrows hit a
monstrous grand
slam
homerun. The lead was short
lived as Westbury quickly tied
the game in the third and went
up 8-4 in the fourth. In the
sixth, Baruch pushed across
two runs and then Rivera tied
the score with a two run single.
Baruch scoredagain in the seventh for the win.
Outfielder Willie Johnson
said, "we heard defeat knocking and refused to let it in."
Other standouts on the day
inc1ude pitchersBillyOliva and
Tony Negron. Rookies Robert
Lawton and Frank Perniciaro
joined Rivera and Grossman
in collecting 3 hits each, while
Barrows made several defensive gems and had seven RBI's

_on the day.
Pitching coach Kevin~ki---IL.
McDermott is very happy thus
far with his pitching staff.
McDermott says, "a few guys
decided not to return, but the
rest of the pitchers picked up
the slack. Our staff was good
last year and we won't skip a
beat."
The team's practices have
become very competitive,
Rather thanjust going through
the motions, everyone is trying to out due the next guy.
Ri vera says, "everyone gets
along well, we all try to help
each other, not like the past."
The team has a brief fall
schedule and will practice until the end of October. Then
while the bears are hibernating in the winter, the
ballplayers will be practicing
indoors, getting ready for the
Spring season. Sounds like a
lot of work? Well maybe it is
but next year doesn't come
around very often.

Baseball team captain Jose Rivera hopes the right attitude can bring success this time around.

Great MOInents In Ticker Sports
"Baseball is 90% mental and the other half physical"
~
Yogi Berra
"Tongue - in - Cheekly? TONGUE - IN - CHEEKLY? "
-Toni Colavito
"The Ticker never quits. What the hell."
Rafael Martinez

